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Fixing what aint broke,

ignoring what is

L
ONG BEFORE the Fico government took office,critics of the ruling
Smer party said it was fatally short of talent, and that if it ended up
forming the new administration it would need expert assistance

not to make a mess of running the country.
Those warnings did not resonate in 2006,given that the government

spent its initial months in power sitting on its hands. Ominous signs
appeared early in 2007, however, ranging from bellicose statements on
pensions and health care (Prime Minister Robert Fico’s “big war” with
private health insurers, and his comparison of private pension funds to
pyramid schemes), to labour legislation that appeared to have been
written with no regard for (or worse, no understanding of) its impact.

The new legislation showed the Fico government’s true colours,
revealing it to be more interventionist than its predecessors.
Nationalization, expropriation, and regulation were the tone of the first
few months, and while it wasn’t a pretty mix, it was more true to the
mentality of the administration than the honeymoon of the Fico
government’s first six months in office.

In particular, the draft Labour Code, which was to be debated in
parliament in March, smelled of the dank decades leading up to 1989. It
intended to herd as many people as possible back to the classic full-time
employment contract, and to return unions to their “proper” position
atop the labour heap, while almost half of its major changes added extra
costs for employers.

Meanwhile, an amendment to the Tripartite Act passed by
parliament on February 9 snuck through a change to collective
bargaining legislation,giving a Labour Ministry committee the power to
‘extend’ collective agreements in any given sector to all firms in that
sector, regardless of whether they had been part of the bargaining
progress.

If the first six months of the Fico government encouraged us to
regard it as benign – as socialist in name,but with a big wink to business
and the pragmatic demands of running a country – its labour legislation
in 2007 has confirmed some earlier misgivings.

First, this is a government that will always prefer the interests of its
friends (in this case, organized labour) over those of the rest of the
Slovak population. As a result, the real problems affecting Slovakia’s
labour market – the long-term unemployed, the lack of school reform –
get ignored, because addressing them would not help the unions in any
way.

On the other hand, in reducing labour market flexibility and
introducing barriers to hiring and firing, the government is tinkering
disastrously with a flawed but functional system that has given Slovakia
its lowest unemployment rate and highest economic growth since
independence in 1993.

As the eighth annual Career Guide went to print, it was not clear
what shape the Labour Code would eventually take following possible
changes in cabinet and in parliament. But as a guide to the government’s
economic policy, it already spoke volumes. Rather than supporting an
increase in qualified labour, the government preferred to erect barriers to
employing what free capacities exist.

Whether this was motivated by the unions, by socialism, or by a
failure to grasp how the labour market works, investors are unlikely to
miss the fact that Slovakia,once known for its plentiful, cheap and skilled
labour, is in danger of becoming known for something else entirely: Bad
government.
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I
N THE MONTHS following June
2006 general elections, the new
Robert Fico administration

wielded its power only tentatively,
encouraging many to believe that
its socialist leanings would be
constrained by pragmatism.

However, in 2007 the
government behan to unveil some
of the key legislative initiatives of
its four-year term. The most
important of these was a draft
amendment to the existing Labour
Code, which the Fico cabinet
considered too liberal.

Parliament was to debate the
changes,which range from caps on
overtime to increased severance
pay, in March, while they were
scheduled to take effect in July
2007 – exactly four years after a
profound revision of the Labour
Code under previous Labour
Minister ªudovít Kaník pushed the
law to the right side of the political
spectrum.

Employers said the proposed
changes increased state
interference in the economy, gave
an unduly important status to
organized labour, and threatened
to make the Slovak labour market
less pliant to the needs of business.

“The intended changes to the
Labour Code will likely make the
labour market less flexible, and
what is worse, they will limit the
freedom of individuals to decide
whom to work for, how long to
work and what they are paid for
the work,”said Igor ·ulík,a partner
with AJG-Amrop Jenewein Group.

“Such agreements should be
left up to the employer and
employee to discuss.”

However, many proposals in the
new legislation were part of a
bargain the ruling Smer party of PM
Robert Fico made with the country’s
unions before 2006 elections to
secure their support in the vote.

“The Kaník amendment
pushed labour legislation far to the
right. We are looking for balance,”
said Miroslav Gazdík, the new
president of the Confederation of
Trade Unions (KOZ) labour
umbrella group.

What follows is a discussion of

the main changes proposed, in
which the government’s intentions
are confronted with the responses
of HR, legal and business players.

Motives

In its preamble to the draft
changes, the Labour Ministry said it
was revamping the Labour Code to
bring Slovak legislation into line
with European law. The authors
also said they wanted to correct a
perceived imbalance between
employees and employers in

labour relationships.
“The changes aim to ensure a

balanced legal standing for all
participants in labour contracts by
changing [current] rules that in
practice have disadvantaged either
the employer or the employee in
contractual relations,” the
document stated.

The draft also aimed to restore
unions to their former role in
labour relations.

“The Labour Code amendment
intends to deepen the social
dialogue between employers and

employees and their
representatives.To this end it more
clearly defines the legal status of
employee representatives.”

Deputy Labour Minister Emília
Kr‰íková told The Slovak Spectator

that over the last eight years under
two successive Mikulá‰ Dzurinda
governments, the position of
employees and unions had
deteriorated to such an extent that
the new government had been
forced to intervene.

Breaking the Code
Ministry presents a new Labour Code that returns Slovak work legislation to before 2003

BY TOM NICHOLSON
Spectator staff

Labour activism under the Fico government has fallen off, and with good reason - many union demands are becoming law.

SSMMEE

G e n e r a l  P a r t n e r

See page 6
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“The employee will never be an
equal partner for the employer,
because the latter owns the means
of production, sets the tone,
provides the work, issues
instructions, and it is for the
employer’s benefit that the work is
done,” she said.

“Labour law exists in order that
employers and employees should
be partially balanced.

“Other issues related to work
should be decided through
collective contracts, but
unfortunately collective bargaining
in Slovakia hasn’t worked in recent
years, and the social dialogue has
been greatly weakened since the
introduction of this liberal Labour
Code [in 2003]. The state is thus
obliged to intervene in industrial
relations and to amend them to
secure normal work conditions.

“That’s our aim in amending the
Labour Code.”

Motives disputed

Critics of the new legislation say
it addresses a problem that no
longer exists. Given the current
shortage of labour in some sectors
and in the west of the country, they
say – compared to over 20 percent
national unemployment only six
years ago – the balance of power
has tipped in favour of workers,
reducing the need for aggressive
representation of labour interests.

“Unionization is not harmful,
but it makes less sense in a labour
market where employees have the
upper hand, and where there is a
significant shortage of skilled
labour,” said Gerard Koolen, the
managing director of HR firm
Lugera & Maklér.“Employers are no
longer an evil force, or at least
cannot afford to behave like one
given that the demand for labour is
much higher than the supply.”

Other professionals disputed
the aim of putting employees and
employers on an equal footing.

“The justification used for some
of the proposed changes - that
employees are presently not on an
equal footing in dealing with
employers - is not entirely
appropriate,” said Jana Bujnová, an
attorney with the Nörr Stiefenhofer
Lutz law office in Bratislava.

“An employee’s relationship
with an employer is by
nature a dependent
relationship, a subordinate
one, since the employee
performs work for the
employer in accordance
with the employer’s
instructions.

“It should also be kept
in mind that when the
employment relationship is
established, including during the
negotiation of the work conditions
and the conclusion of the
employment contract, the

employee and the employer are in
fact on an equal footing.”

Marta Kubinská, the managing
partner of the Neumann & Partners
HR firm, added that whatever the
aims of the proposed changes,more
attention should have been paid to
the likely impact.

“Labour market legislation in

every developed society should
create a framework which both
protects employees and also
maintains a competitive working
environment with employees who
perform well, are motivated and
result-oriented,” she said.

“But too much organization and
regulation of labour can have
negative impacts such as a fall in
productivity and migration by local
workers to more liberalized labour
markets within the European
Union.”

The Labour Ministry wrote in its
introduction to the bill that it
should not have “any impact on
employment, job creation, business

profits, or the citizenry”.
Martin Ho‰ták of the National

Employers Union said this claim
was an example of the “low-quality
prepartion” that went into the bill,
and said the proposed changes
would have a significantly negative
impact.

“It will increase labour market
rigidity, reduce the
possibilities for hiring
unemployed people in
economically weaker areas
of the country, and again
encourage illegal labour,“ he
said.

Wages

The new Code, like the
old,contains a minimum wage scale
requiring employers to pay
multiples of the minimum wage
(from 1.0 through 2.0) to
employees depending on the
difficulty of the work. Henceforth,
the scale will relate to monthly as
well as to hourly wages, making it
easier to calculate the monthly
minimum amount.

The new Code also introduces
changes to the Labour Code
appendix on how to assess the
Degree of Difficulty of Work Posts
by tying them to the level of
education achieved (i.e. the lowest
job degree corresponds to people
with only elementary school

Former KOZ boss Saktor (left) helped PM Fico win elections; Fico’s Smer party helped Saktor become mayor of Banská Bystrica.

SSMMEE  --  JJáánn  KKrroo‰‰lláákk

G e n e r a l  P a r t n e r

Continued from page 4

“Such agreements

should be left up to the

employer and employee

to discuss.”

Igor ·ulík, AJG-Amrop
Jenewein Group

Analyzing the draft Code
Nature of change # of changes Share

Changes directly increasing costs for employers 12 27%

Changes indirectly increasing costs for employers 7 16%

Changes strengthening position of unions 9 21%

Changes reducing flexibility of labour market

(i.e. reducing contractual freedoms in labour law) 10 23%

Changes balancing rights of employer and employee 

(increasing contractual freedoms in labour law) 5 11%
Source: Institute for Economic and Social Analyses, www.iness.sk.
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education, and the highest to
university professo rs with
specialized certificates).

Following an October 2006 rise
in the minimum wage of over 10
percent to Sk7,600, the new Labour
Code would thus require employers
to pay employees with secondary
school education (the third degree
of difficulty, with a coefficient of
1.4) at least Sk10,640 per month.

“Under these conditions we can
expect thousands of jobs to be lost
in the most endangered regions of
the country,” said former Deputy
Labour Minister Miroslav Beblav˘.

Another wage provision that
provoked comment was the
promise to ensure equal pay for
equal work, a principle that the
Labour Ministry said had long been
anchored in European law, but
insufficiently defined in Slovak
legislation.

The draft Code defined five
characteristics to be used in
determining whether work
positions were equal by those
companies that did not already
employ their own work
classification systems.

“The proposed provisions on
wages, which aim to strictly
implement the equal wages for
equal work principle, have very
unrealistic expectations associated
with them,” said Bujnová of Nörr
Stiefenhofer Lutz.

“Employers will still be able to
differentiate wages on the basis of
seniority.This principle can only be
expected to work with
positions requiring very
low qualifications, where
it would be very difficult
for an employer to prove
that the labour of an
employee who has been
in the job for two or three
years is worth more to the
employer and that higher
remuneration is therefore
justified.”

Another proposed change to
the Code would give the right to
severance pay not only to
employees who had been fired, but
also to those who had been laid off
for organizational reasons. “This
would even apply in cases where
employees had served out a period
of notice,” said Eva Zahradniková,
the principal consultant of the ISG
human resources firm.

The new law also proposes to
increase the severance pay for
workers who have had to quit
because of a workplace injury or an
occupational disease to 10 times
the average monthly wage from the

current 2-3 times. “The increase in
the severance pay should motivate
employers to minimize workplace
risks by modernizing technology
and increasing safety,” the Labour
Ministry wrote.

The planned increase in the
mandatory severance pay, Bujnová
said, would not significantly
improve the position of
employees.

“Instead, it could have an
unreasonably large negative impact
on small- and medium-sized firms,
for which under certain
circumstances it could literally
mean bankruptcy. Employers who
urgently need to cut costs and are
therefore reducing staff numbers
are unlikely to have the means to
pay out generous severance
payments.

“The negative impact on
employers will be increased by the
proposal that severance pay will
also have to be paid to employees
who remain with the firm during
the notice period and do not leave
before it begins, since this would
probably apply to all employees
under the proposed wording.”

“In my opinion, as a result of
such changes, companies may
become less competitive and may
have to cut jobs,“ Zahradniková
said.

Hours of work

The new changes would cap
the working week at 48 hours,

including overtime, and lower the
amount of annual overtime that
could be agreed between employer
and employee from 250 to 150
hours over the current 150-hour
limit (i.e. from 400 to 300 hours in
total per year).

“The proposed reduction of the
maximum permitted amount of
overtime that can be stipulated in
an employment contract with an
employee in our view will not mean
that employees end up spending
less time at work,” said Bujnová of
Nörr Stiefenhofer Lutz.

“If your firm needs you, you
can’t just simply get up and go
home with the excuse that your

overtime work total of 150 hours in
the year has already been reached.
In the private sector, overtime is a
part of corporate culture. It is the
price employees pay for a wage
package that is more attractive than
they could obtain at government
institutions.”

Koolen of Lugera & Maklér
agreed. “The trend in Europe is
towards reduced working time, but
pressure for [maintaining] overtime
remains high, and it is becoming
increasingly interesting for
employees,”he said.

The proposed caps on
overtime would be
particularly harmful in sectors
like construction, where
financial penalties for
companies that miss deadlines
create pressure for builders to
work longer hours than
factory workers, for example.

“I just don’t see how
anything would ever get built

without overtime,” said AneÏka
Kuboviãová, a contract budgeter for
the Otyk construction firm in
Bratislava.

Other problematic work time
provisions include a rule that would
require that the on-call time that
doctors spend at hospitals be
included in their maximum 48-hour
weekly work times.

The Health Ministry has said
that it doesn’t know how many
health-care workers it will have to
hire for Slovak hospitals if
parliament approves the Labour
Code in its proposed form. In the
Czech Republic, where a similar
Labour Code amendment took

effect in January, estimates run to
about 2,000 additional doctors.

Some Czech hospitals have tried
to get around the rules by signing
separate part-time contracts with
doctors for the overtime they work,
but both Czech and Slovak labour
legislation says that these contracts
may not involve the same work that
doctors do on their full-time
contracts.

Doctors themselves are
reluctant to see their overtime
hours cut, as overtime wages
represent half of their current
incomes, while the Slovak health
care sector is also under intense
pressure to reduce costs.

Unions

Former KOZ union leader Ivan
Saktor said after the 2006 elections
that the KOZ had managed to get “80
percent” of its demands included
into the new government program.
The new advantages that unions are
scheduled to get in the proposed
Labour Code reflect that fact.

Among the pro-union changes
introduced are: the right of a union
body or rep to order a work
stoppage for safety concerns; the
right of union reps to enter a
workplace without notifying the
employer; and the requirement that
employers who employ over 250
employees provide paid leave for a
union member or a works council
member for their whole term in
office (see also other union
advantages on page 5).

G e n e r a l  P a r t n e r

PM Robert Fico (right) has promised to increase protection for workers.

SSMMEE  --  JJáánn  KKrroo‰‰lláákk

See page 12

“The proposed provisions

on wages have very

unrealistic expectations

associated with them.”

Jana Bujnová, 
Nörr Stiefenhofer Lutz
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“The new law also increases the
power of unions in the introduction
of flexible working time or
unevenly allocated working time, as
well as in the introduction of and
changes to workload norms,”
Zahradniková said.

But Deputy Labour Minister
Kr‰íková said that the unions were
only getting back what they lad lost
under the neo-liberal Labour Code
of 2003.

“The Labour Code contains a
whole range of barriers to unions,”
she said. “An increasing number of
employers are abusing the Labour
Code to chase unions out of their
companies. And where there is no
union you have no collective
bargaining, because one of the
contractual partners is missing.”

New labour contracts

The draft bill introduces new
rules on fixed-term work contracts,
limiting them at three years with no
possibility of extension, and also
defines teleworking and home-
work for the first time as new forms
of employment.

“The Labour Code in theory
allows an employee to be employed
their entire lives on a series of
temporary work contracts. In such
situations, employees are in a
situation of great legal uncertainty,
because they never know if
their contracts are going to
be extended,and they are on
shaky ground in trying to
demand their rights,” said
Kr‰íková.

“We don’t want to
completely abolish
temporary work contracts,
but we want to give them
some time boundaries in
keeping with EU directives.
Nor do we want to abolish the
practice of hiring employees as
temp workers, because it is a very
flexible form of employment. We
just want employees who are
employed on this basis to have the
same security and conditions as full-
time employees.”

Bujnová said that the legislative
treatment of fixed-term
employment relationships to
prohibit their repetitive use (roll-
over) could really help those
workers gain more protection,
while the new rules on
telecommuting and home-based
employees would be a welcome
addition, given that the current
Labour Code contains only a single

paragraph on the topic.
“The current legislation is a long

way from meeting all of the
requirements that need to be
addressed in practice, such as
reimbursement of the costs
incurred in doing such work, issues
related to safety and health
protection during work, and the
related matters of work injuries,”
she said.

The proposed Code also brings
back the institution of part-time
contracts for up to 15 hours a
week.

“We also don’t want to
completely abolish part-time
contracts, because again it is a
flexible form of employment,” the
deputy minister continued.

“Even though it is not in
frequent use in more mature
economies, here people still take
second and third jobs to make
ends meet. But according to the
Labour Code, part-time
employees have no protection at
all, and can be fired at any time
for any reason. That’s the most
serious problem.

“We want to restore the
institution of the contract on work
activities [dohoda o pracovnej

ãinnosti], which used to be in the
Labour Code, and which covers
temporary and irregular extra work
that is above and beyond the major
work activity of employees. It is
ideal for small businesses and
tradespeople with two or three
employees.”

But Bujnová said that
the intention to reintroduce
agreements on work
activities was “something of
a double-edged sword”.

“We believe that the
number of people
performing such work
illegally has been
significant, meaning that
agreements on work
activities can play a

decisive role in combating illegal
labour.

“On the other hand, it will likely
also hamper the creation of new
jobs based on traditional
employment contracts. In situations
where employers with few
employees are considering whether
to create a new job and take on all
the costs connected with that, they
are likely to hire someone on the
basis of such an “agreement”. The
minimum amount of administrative
work, the incomparably lower
ancillary costs, and the 15-day
notice period associated with such
contracts are compelling arguments
in favour of agreements on work
activities.”

Final review

The draft Labour Code contains
in total 44 major changes, including
some that increase employer
security (i.e. compensation for
training courses not completed by
employees, increased fines for
employees who leave work before
their notice period is up, as well as
for damages caused by inaction).

However, for most HR
professionals, the changes will
remove some of the main
competitive advantages the Slovak
economy enjoyed following the
2003 amendment.

“The Labour Code that was
enacted by the previous
government shot Slovakia to the top
of the world rankings in labour pool
flexibility,” said Koolen of Lugera &
Maklér. “For a lot of investors, this
was one of the main factors in their
decision to invest in Slovakia.”

“The 2003 Labour Code brought
some positive changes such as
simplifying relations between
employees and employers,
increasing overtime possibilities,
widening the reasons employers
could end labour contracts, and
allowing fixed-term contracts to be
extended beyond three years,” said
Zahradniková of ISG.

“From my point of view, the
most harmful aspect of these latest
changes is that they could
negatively influence potential
foreign investors who are
considering entering the Slovak
labour market.”

G e n e r a l  P a r t n e r

Vladimír Mečiar (left) is another current government leader who has courted the political support of organized labour.

ââTTKK

Continued from page 8

“The Labour Code of the

previous goverment shot

Slovakia to the top of the

world in labour flexibilty.”

Gerard Koolen, 
Lugera & Maklér
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Q
UIETLY but steadily, full-
time employees in
Slovakia have been

changing their status to self-
employed on the basis of a trade
license (ÏivnosÈ) that can be
obtained by almost anyone with a
clean record and Sk1,000 in their
pockets.

Until now, the arrangement has
benefited both employers and
employees. On giving up their
employment status, the latter get
to declare 40 percent of their
incomes tax-free, while the former
are freed of the burden of paying
the 38.5 percent surcharge on the
former employees’ wages.

While such relationships are
commercial and do not fall under
labour law, some employers have
been willing to offer former
employees who switch to the
ÏivnosÈ contractual guarantees of
the same rights that full-time
employees enjoy (i.e. holidays, sick
benefits, notice periods etc.).
People working on the basis of a
ÏivnosÈ also typically earn more
than full-time employees in
recognition of the fact that they
have to pay their social insurance
dues themselves.

However, the Labour Code
amendment to be debated by
parliament in March proposes to

put a stop to the practice and to
force employers to use
employees on labour contracts to
perform all work considered
“dependent” (see box overleaf for
a definition of “dependent
labour”).

The authors of the

amendment say it will curb the
practice by unscrupulous
employers of forcing employees
into commercial relationships
against their will.

“Many employers are ceasing
to employ people on the basis of
labour contracts, and instead are
employing them through
commercial relationships,” Deputy
Labour Minister Emília Kr‰íková
told The Slovak Spectator.

“For example, they are
requiring their employees to
acquire a ÏivnosÈ, and then to sign
commercial contracts that have all
of the elements of dependent
labour, such as a boss, set hours of
work, and a defined workplace.

“We want to stop this by
making the definition of
dependent labour more explicit
and requiring employers to ensure
that their main operations are
performed on the basis of labour
contracts, not commercial
relationships. Because in such
arrangements, workers have no
protection, and for example on
construction sites they have to
look after their own safety. If they

get hurt, it’s not regarded as a
workplace injury, and so the
employee has no right to welfare,
and can only get compensation in
a civil suit.”

But as with other proposals in
the new Labour Code – 43 percent
of which will increase costs for
employers, according to an
analysis by the Institute for
Economic and Social Analyses –
the anti-ÏivnosÈ clause has been
slammed by business as counter-
productive.

Ján Majersk˘, the president of
the Union of Construction
Entrepreneurs, estimated that
there were currently about 70,000
people working in the
construction sector on the basis of
a ÏivnosÈ. If employers are forced
to take them all back on full-time
contracts, he said, many would
lose their jobs because employers
are not willing to cover the extra
expenses.

“This is especially true in the
east of the country, where there
are fewer building contracts,” he
said.

Majersk˘ also rejected

The end of the živnosť?
Labour Code amendment takes aim at hidden labour relationships

BY TOM NICHOLSON
Spectator staff

Over 600,000 people and legal entities in Slovakia, especially in construction, operate on the basis of a živnost.

TTAASSRR

G e n e r a l  P a r t n e r

Self-employed entities in Slovakia, by region
(as of December 31, 2004)

individuals legal entitiesreg. total

TTAASSRR
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An integrated consultancy 
group AJG – Amrop Jenewein 
Group, has been a general 
partner of the horse jumping 
event Grand Prix Jenewein 
since 1999. This competi-
tion takes place at TJ Kar-
patia ground in Bratislava-
-Záhorská Bystrica, usually 
during the last weekend of 
May. 

Grand Prix Jenewein is 
due to its high quality or-
ganization and sport level 
one of the most prominent 
events of its kind in Slova-
kia. Besides main competi-

tion, Grand Prix Jenewein 
with the most difficult show 
jumping, the horsemen com-
pete also for the best place 
in Karpatia Prize, Vontobel 
Bank Prize and other prizes. 
The start-list with the names 
of the top horsemen from 
Slovakia and abroad, as well 
as the attendance of the 
celebrities from politics, 

culture and business gua-
rantees the high quality of 
the event. 

Grand Prix Jenewein 
has been dedicated sin-
ce 2003 to commemorate 

Dr. Jean-François Jenewein. 
Together with Martin Kre-
káč and Martin Novotný, Dr. 
Jenewein founded the com-
pany Jenewein & Partners, 
the first representation of 
an international Executive 
Search company in Slovakia.

Besides horsemen's mas-
tery and performances of 

noble horses, Grand Prix 
Jenewein offers to specta-
tors also funny tandem Jeep 
Prize Race of Fun Radio 
Ride & Drive. Active parti-
cipation of distinguished 
guests, clients and friends 

of AJG is the source of un-
repeatable atmosphere not 
only in this competition, 
but also at related Benefi-
cial Garden Party aiming to 
support the Children's Help 
Link at the Slovak Commit-
tee of UNICEF. Consultancy 
group AJG – Amrop Jenewein 
Group, by organizing this 
event and by giving donation 

as well as sponsor’s gift 
transform consciousness of 
high social responsibility 
into tangible form, which 
as a prosperous leading 
company respects and 
confess.

Children's Help Link
at the Slovak Committee of UNICEF

0800 500 500

inz_SS_CG2007_GPJ_A4.indd 1 2/19/07 3:05:05 PM
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Kr‰íková’s claim that many
employees are required to take up
a ÏivnosÈ against their will.

“In many cases, construction
companies wanted to employ
these workers on full-time
contracts, but the tradesmen
themselves didn’t want to,” he
said.

Dalibor Jaku‰ of the Profesia
human resources firm confirmed
that many former employees
preferred the ÏivnosÈ

arrangement.
“Sometimes, employees favour

it more than employers as a way to
optimize tax and social insurance
payments. Of course, they don’t
take into consideration the
potential impact of minimizing
their taxable income for their
future retirement, but the short
term benefits prevail in such
cases.”

Asked about the advantages of
working on a ÏivnosÈ compared to
a full-time contract, builder Peter
Bordáã, 29, of Svät˘ Jur told The

Slovak Spectator: “I’m boss of my
own time, and when I’m done I go
home. I make a little more than I
used to when I was on a contract,
although it varies more – in the
summer it’s strong, and in the
winter I make just enough to get
by.

“I can’t say there aren’t
advantages to being employed by
a good company that pays you
well and looks after you, but there
aren’t many of them around, and
basically I’ve had my fill of
working for a boss.”

Budget income

A major reason for the
restrictions on ÏivnosÈ-based
employment is that the state
earns about half as much
from Ïivnostnici in social
insurance revenues as it
would if these people were
employed with employers
paying the full 38.5 percent.

According to Labour
Ministry calculations, for
every 100,000 people forced
off the ÏivnosÈ and returned to
full-time employment status, the
Socialná PoisÈovÀa social
insurance company would earn
another Sk1.7 billion.There are an
estimated 600,000 Ïivnostnici in
Slovakia.

Given that Socialná PoisÈovÀa
is in a deep deficit due to the
introduction of the pension
system reform, this kind of claw-
back is attractive.

“A major area in the new
Labour Code proposal is the battle
against ‘hidden employment
relationships’, where an employer
engages self-employed holders of
trade certificates to work for him
in order to avoid having to pay
remittances to the state and other
costs,” said attorney Jana Bujnová
of Nörr Stiefenhofer Lutz.

“Not even the relatively new
provisions of the [2003] Labour
Code, under which an employer
must ensure that core business
activities are carried out primarily
by employees on the basis of
employment contracts or similar
relationships, succeeded in
tackling this issue. On the
contrary, due to the unclear
meaning of the term ‘primarily’,
this provision was the target of
frequent criticism.”

Human resources experts say
the main advantage of the ÏivnosÈ

is the flexibility it provides to both
employers and employees, but
agree that it has often been
abused.

“The ÏivnosÈ is a viable
alternative for managing the
relationship between an employer
and a provider of labour,” said Igor
·ulík, a partner with AJG–Amrop
Jenewein Group.“In many cases it
is more handy and flexible for
both parties involved.The fact that
in some cases the ÏivnosÈ might
be preferred means that current
labour legislation is still not as
flexible as some employers and
employees need it to be.”

“The ÏivnosÈ as a licence to
provide work and services on a
freelance basis gives more
freedom and flexibility especially

to companies with a strong
project orientation, with frequent
interim international assignments,
or with seasonal work cycles,”
agreed Marta Kubinská, the
managing partner of Neumann &
Partners.

“In today’s fiercely competitive
environment, employers favour
freelance employees to reduce
personnel costs as much as
possible.”

But Gerard Koolen of Lugera &
Maklér said the ÏivnosÈ was also
often used as a way of dodging
financial liabilities.

“It’s certainly a way to avoid
higher taxation,” he said.
“Companies using this device must
realize that they are possibly
abusing the ÏivnosÈ. Employees
should also realize that if the
company is their only “customer”,
the authorities may conclude that
the ÏivnosÈ is not a valid construct,
and that the ‘commercial
relationship’ between the company

and the supplier does not
exist, and that a normal
e m p l o y e r - e m p l o y e e
relationship exists instead.
This implies that the
authorities could demand
compensation for unpaid
dues and even apply a penalty.

“As far as I know, the
fiscal authorities have not
been addressing this issue.
But they will.”

As if to confirm his words, the
‘detailed explanatory report’ that
accompanied the proposed
Labour Code amendment
( w w w. e m p l o y m e n t . g o v. s k )
stressed that employers remain
liable for dependent labour
obligations even if they contract
such work on the basis of a
ÏivnosÈ.

“It is increasingly the case that
employees are forced to give up

their labour-law status for a
commercial relationship even
though they continue to perform
the same dependent work,” the
report said.

“In this way, employees are
turned into entrepreneurs, even
though their work does not have
the characteristics of
entrepreneurship, i.e. their main
goal is not to create a profit.

“Employers hereby try to rid
themselves of the responsibilities
they have toward their employees
under the Labour Code. Having
dependent labour performed on
other than labour contracts also
has negative economic
consequences in terms of tax
liabilities, and gives an unfair
competitive advantage to those
entrepreneurs that use them.

“On the other hand, few
employers realize that if they
employ workers on a hidden
labour regime, they continue to be
responsible for fulfilling all of their
responsibilities towards their
employees (including paying a fair
wage, paying transfers to social
insurance and health insurance
funds, and compensating workers
for workplace injuries, etc.).

“Employees are equally
unaware of these facts, which is
why we have seen so few court
verdicts declaring hidden labour
relationships to be de facto labour
relationships.”

G e n e r a l  P a r t n e r

Self-employment changes 
in the Labour Code

2003 Labour Code amendment:

Paragraph 7 (4): “The employer is required to ensure that his core
activities are performed mainly by full-time employees or
employees in an equivalent labour relationship.”

2007 Labour Code amendment:

Paragraph 7 (4): Cancelled.

Paragraph 1 (2): “Dependent work is defined as that performed
in a relationship featuring an employer as the superior and an
employee as the subordinate, and as that which is performed
personally by the employee for the employer, in his name, for a
wage, during working hours or at another agreed time, at the
employer’s work premises or at another agreed location, at the
employer’s expense and at his responsibility.”

Paragraph 1 (3): “Dependent work may only be performed 
on the basis of a labour contract or an equivalent labour 
relationship.”

“I’m boss of my own time, and when I’m

done I go home. I make a little more than

when I was on a contract... basically, 

I had my fill of working for a boss.”

Builder Peter Bordáã, Svät˘ Jur
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W
ITH THE competition for
labour becoming fierce,
especially in the west of

the country, firms are doing what
they can to polish their images and
attract the most applicants.So who is
winning?

“There are certain general
characteristics that firms that attract
a lot of candidates have in common,”
said Radomír Mako, a partner with
AJG–Amrop Jenewein Group.“These
include a well thought-out employee
development program, which is a
form of investment by employers in
their employees; the possibility for
career and personal growth; the
opportunity to use theoretical
knowledge and other accumulated
knowledge and skills; and salary
conditions and other benefits.”

Little has changed in the past
decade at the top of the ranks, with
hi-tech, telco and financial firms,
especially multinationals, enjoying
the best reputations among potential
employees.

“The most popular companies to
work for in Slovakia are big
international companies mainly in
the IT, telecom, finance, banking,
pharmaceutical and automotive
sectors,” said Marta Kubinská, the
managing partner of Neumann &
Partners.“Companies like Orange,T-
Mobile, IBM, Tatra Banka, Slovenska
SporiteºÀa, PSA Peugeot Citroen,
Volkswagen, Sony, Johnson Controls,
Roche and many others provide
interesting job and career
opportunities, international training,
attractive result-based remuneration
and benefit systems that are most
appealing for job applicants.”

However,a more detailed look at
the flow of resumes and cover
letters reveals some interesting
trends. Dalibor Jaku‰ of the Profesia
HR firm, which administers the
www.profesia.sk job portal, says that
the web site gives him more insight
than most into where Slovaks are
sending their job applications these
days.

“We actually have hard numbers
based on the ‘popularity’of company
job offers posted on the web site,
and as probably all major employers
post job offers here,it gives us a fairly

accurate picture,” he said.“The most
popular companies are telecom
firms (Orange,T-Mobile,T-Com), food
and refreshment companies (Coca-
Cola, Kofola, Nestle), banks (Tatra
Banka, Slovenska Sporitelna) and car
manufacturers (VW,PSA,Kia).

“While some choices are natural,
such as car manufacturers and
banks, it is surprising to see
companies with not so many
employees attracting a high level of
interest,such as Kofola or Coca-Cola.
These companies are benefiting
from their strong brand.At the same
time we are seeing much less
interest in breweries, which have
comparably strong brand names but
have had some negative media
coverage recently, such as about
factories that are closing,”he said.

Compared to 10 years ago, the
main difference is in the
attractiveness of the automotive
sector, which has spilled over into
the engineering industry as a whole,
HR experts said.

“The automotive sector is
becoming more popular among job
applicants, as car firms are
considered to be stable and as
having the size to offer their future
employees interesting social and
education programs,” said Dana
Blechová, the senior consultant for
Iventa Slovakia Management
Consulting.

Another change has also been in
the diversity of credible and
attractive domestic employers.While
a decade ago the Bratislava-based
Penta Investments was a small
brokerage preparing to take its first
big leap into the world of corporate
raiding, today it is a private equity-
style investor with over 12,000
employees in the various companies
it controls.

With its controversial reputation
and its image as a ruthless downsize-
and-sell investor, Penta is not for
every job seeker, as Penta
shareholder Jaroslav Ha‰ãák
admitted in an interview with The

Slovak Spectator.

“What we offer our employees is
partnership,” Ha‰ãák said.“We don’t
have a hierarchical structure but a
network in which every employee
gets a share of the profits we earn.
Most employees can earn a year-end
bonus of up to a full year’s salary,
while a certain group of employees

such as investment directors may
qualify for millions,even hundreds of
millions of crowns in bonuses.

“What attracts intelligent people
to work for us is the fact that we
have no limits. If people are capable
they can move up quickly, and we
have had an employee who began as
a secretary and ended up being our
CFO.We have had ordinary assistants
move up to become investment
directors, where they are in charge
of projects worth billions of crowns.

“We also offer enormous room
for self-realization.We set goals, and
we don’t tell our employees how to
get from A to B. We offer coaching
and support, but how they get there
is up to them.That requires a certain
type of person, it’s true.”

Ha‰ãák said that Penta had
refined its headhunting techniques
over the past decade to make sure of
getting the talent it needed.

“We studied some of the top HR
firms or ‘people factories’around the
world and found out how they
evaluate and motivate employees,
and we put together a complex
manual for ourselves. Simple
employee evaluations now take me
up to four full days every year, and
I’m only evaluating 10 or 15 people.”

Like other talent hunters,Penta is
also feeling the pinch on the small
Slovak market.

“Last year we found for the first
time that we weren’t able to find the
talent we needed for some top
management positions on either the

Czech or the Slovak markets, which
comprise 15 million people. So we
had to look Europe-wide for them,
giving us access to a market of 400
million people.”

At home, he said, the firm
continues to comb universities for
bright sparks.

“For five years now we have also
held an annual university
competition where we ask students
to write essays on topics such as
what the most important product of
the year will be in 2020,or what the
country will look like. The winner
gets a prize of Sk300,000 as well as a
job offer.”

In the end, however, HR
specialists say that firms are best
advised to stick with employee
development programs rather than
relying on high salaries to keep
positions filled

“Every employee is motivated by
something different, but in general
the most attractive companies are
those that actively work with their
people, because they believe in
them,” said Gerard Koolen of Lugera
& Maklér.

“I don’t mean compensation
packages – which are important as
well – but giving people the
potential to grow within the
company, to grow within a group,
and to rotate between departments
and continents. Consulting, finance,
IT, telecom, pharma and energy
companies are ahead of the others
on this score.”

Winning the popularity contest
Why some firms are more attractive to job applicants than others

BY TOM NICHOLSON
Spectator staff

These former Lovinobaňa miners learned a hard lesson about corporate neglect.

SSIITTAA

G e n e r a l  P a r t n e r
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E
XPAT employers may
recognize this scenario:
You are interviewing a

Slovak job applicant who has an
outstanding background on
paper, but it is almost impossible
to get them to sell themselves or
to convince you that they really
want the job.

And Slovak job applicants
may have come across this one:
You feel that your record should
speak for itself, but in the
interview you are apparently
being judged on criteria that
have little to do with the nature
of the work in question.

Fifteen years after the first
Western companies began
setting up operations in Slovakia,
both expats and Slovaks still
encounter cultural
misunderstandings at work,
especially during the first
contact – the job interview.

The Slovak Spectator polled
human resources professionals
and some working Slovaks to
find out what are the most
common misunderstandings that
occur when Slovaks are
interviewing for jobs with a
foreign employer. Here is what
they had to say:

IIggoorr  ··uullííkk,,  ppaarrttnneerr  wwiitthh

AAJJGG––AAmmrroopp  JJeenneewweeiinn  GGrroouupp

“I wouldn’t say there are many
misunderstandings, but I think
Slovaks tend to make a basic
mistake in job interviews when
talking to a foreign employer.The
mistake lies in not doing their
homework before the interview
in terms of learning about the
culture of the company they are
applying to work for. Applicants

should be aware of the main
features of the company’s culture
and focus on them during the
interview. Today it’s no problem
to find information on the kind of
environment you will be entering
if you start working for a
company.”

RRaaddoommíírr  MMaakkoo,,  mmaannaaggiinngg

ppaarrttnneerr  wwiitthh  AAJJGG––AAmmrroopp

JJeenneewweeiinn  GGrroouupp

“Misunderstandings in initial
interviews are often caused by
the language barrier. Even
though people in Slovakia,
particularly at the middle and
upper management levels, tend
to have no problems with
foreign languages, especially
English, some job applicants who
come into contact with expats as
potential employers have only
been exposed to textbook
English. Given that they have no
experience with live
communication or with the
phrases that are used in
conversational English, during
the interview they may
misunderstand questions that are
asked, or understand them but
be unable to respond and clearly
communicate their opinions,
knowledge and experience.”

MMaarrttaa  KKuubbiinnsskkáá,,  mmaannaaggiinngg

ppaarrttnneerr,,  NNeeuummaannnn  &&  PPaarrttnneerrss

“When looking for a new job,
Slovaks are still rather modest in
presenting their strengths, skills,
and achievements in their
careers so far. Many people come
across as average, even though
the opposite is true. It is also
important for the future
employer to get a clear picture
about their reasons for making a
change. Many Slovaks in various
professions have great talent and
growth potential, and it is the
task of the new employer to
develop those assets.”

GGeerraarrdd  KKoooolleenn,,  LLuuggeerraa  &&

MMaakklléérr

“The most common
misunderstanding that occurs is
perhaps that some Slovak
interviewees tend to be too
modest about their skills. But
getting the most out of
interviewing has more to do
with the interviewer than with
the interviewee. Most managers
have not mastered the skills of
in-depth interviewing. The
nationality of the person who is
being interviewed doesn’t
matter if the interviewer is not
skilled at interviewing.”

MMaarriiaannaa  TTuurraannoovvaa,,  TTaarrggeett

“It’s getting more and more
difficult to answer such

questions because the majority
of ‘foreign employers’ in Slovakia
are already represented by
Slovaks! But there are some
exceptions, and a few companies
have foreigners either here on
the ground or managing and
therefore also hiring Slovaks
from abroad. We have noticed
that foreign employers pay
extreme attention to the
integrity of candidates, and even
an innocent fact mentioned in an
interview, such as that the
candidate used a company car
for private purposes without the
permission of the employer, can
be decisive. Slovaks think:
“everybody does it, so it is a
normal thing to do”. Foreigners
think: “if the candidate is
prepared to cheat here, they will
surely do the same in more
serious situations.”

DDaannaa  BBlleecchhoovváá,,  hheeaadd  ooff  ooffffiiccee

ffoorr  IIvveennttaa  SSlloovvaakkiiaa

MMaannaaggeemmeenntt  CCoonnssuullttiinngg

“Slovaks do not communicate
actively about their expectations
and do not question issues like
company culture,
responsibilities, bonus system,
etc. Furthermore, Slovaks have a
tendency to make decisions
without having all the
information. Quite often they do
not ask straight questions of
their future employer before
joining them. Once they start
work they tend to encounter
surprises in terms of the team,
the company culture etc. We
therefore recommend meeting
the future employer several
times before taking a decision. In
many ways, Slovaks tend to
underestimate the preparation
necessary in the negotiation
phase.”

Bridging the culture gap
HR experts and Slovak employees comment on work relationships with foreigners

BY TOM NICHOLSON
Spectator staff

G e n e r a l  P a r t n e r
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ZZuuzzaannaa,,  2277,,  aa  ssaalleess  rreepp  ffrroomm

TTrreennããíínn

“In cases where the CEO or
manager is a foreigner, no matter
what the hierarchical structure of
the company is, the boss tends to
perceive his or her subordinates as
colleagues or as equals within the
company. Foreigners tend to build
informal relations and to address
everyone by their first name.That’s
not always the case with Slovaks,
although small companies are now
trying to create informal
structures. However, I think
foreigners are experts in this. It
definitely gives employees the
feeling of being part of a team, the
feeling that their opinion is
accepted and that they don’t have
to be afraid to express it.

“In terms of
misunderstandings, the language
barrier can be a major problem for
people with weaker language
skills. Since people are often quick
to form opinions of others and may
be reluctant to adjust them later
on, the language barrier can cause
trouble in the early stages of a
work relationship.

“As for interviews, no matter
how good your English is, there are
always going to be differences in
social communication. These are
things you can learn and
understand, but they will take a
long time to sound natural to you.
Slovaks still tend to be surprised at
being asked how they are. These
may sound like innocent things,
but they can totally disconcert the
candidate and can have an impact
on the recruitment process.”

JJáánn,,  2244,,  aa  pprroodduucctt  bbrraanndd

mmaannaaggeerr  ffrroomm  OOrraavvaa

“For the Slovak job applicant,
if the manager doing the job
interview is a foreigner, the
applicant will tend to have a bit
more respect for them, which can
lead them to be less natural in the
interview, especially at the outset.
In Slovakia we still tend to believe
that if something is foreign, it is
better. We also shouldn’t forget
the social advantage that being a
native speaker gives the
interviewer.”

“In the work process, expats
tend to be better at solving
conflicts on the spot. Slovaks tend
not to be as direct and to take
refuge in a kind of exaggerated
politeness in order to get along
with everyone, at least on the
surface.”

BBeeaattaa,,  3344,,  

aa  ddiissttrriibbuuttiioonn  mmaannaaggeerr  

wwiitthh  aa  SSlloovvaakk//ffoorreeiiggnn--oowwnneedd

ffiirrmm  iinn  BBrraattiissllaavvaa

“Even though most Slovaks
are still intimidated by the
English native speaking
environment, I think that more
and more people feel
comfortable in applying for such
jobs. After spending a year
working in Canada, I wanted to
work in an environment that
didn’t allow me to be lazy, and
that forced me to keep working
on myself. I think most Slovaks
look at interviews with foreign
employers as something like
their oral exams at university. It
is a pleasant surprise when
instead of a strict ‘professor’
they encounter a pleasant
‘colleague’. I think this remains
one of the main differences
between Slovak and expat
managers – even though things
are changing fast in Slovakia,
most expats tend to show more
collegiality towards employees,
and to rely on any natural
respect and authority they may
enjoy. Of course you can’t
generalize, but it seems to me
that expats here behave as if
they have less to lose than
Slovaks.”
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T
HE ‘DETROIT of the East’ is
looking far and wide for
people to build its cars.

By 2012, Slovakia will be
making a forecast 840,000 cars a
year at its three main plants owned
by VW, KIA and PSA-Peugeot
Citroen. To do so it will require
about 100,000 people working in
the auto industry, twice the
number in 2004, according to
Automotive Industry Association
estimates.

But even now, finding quality
people is proving difficult.

The KIA plant in Îilina, for
instance, resorted to distributing
fliers door-to-door in February
2007 to find the 200-300 people
the firm needed to launch a second
shift in March.

“We are facing a labour
shortage for some positions,
especialy those requiring higher
qualifications,” said KIA Motors
Slovakia spokesman Du‰an Dvofiák.
“For that reason we have begun to
look for people for some positions
in neighbouring countries.”

Other carmakers are feeling
the pinch as well, and all three
have begun working directly with
schools to ensure a steady supply
of skilled labour in the future.“It’s
very important that we and our
suppliers have access to sufficient
qualified workers,” said the
spokesman of Peugeot’s plant in
Trnava, Peter ·vec.

“We are already feeling a
shortage of qualified labour, and
we will probably have to import
labour once all three car
manufacturers begin working at
full capacity,” said VW Slovakia
spokeswoman Silvia Nosálová.
Already, 17 percent of VW’s 9,000
employees live at least 150
kilometers from its Bratislava
factory, which is unusual in a
country with such low labour
mobility as Slovakia.

“It’s not only that there are
other auto manufacturers in the
country, but there are also many
suppliers that thanks to our
project are ramping up

production,” said KIA’s Dvofiák.
“The pressure on the sector is
enormous at the moment.”

Nor is the auto industry the only
one that will be needing skilled
labour. The electro-technical sector
has also become an economic
driver on investments by Sony and
Samsung, and if the latter were to
build a new factory in Slovakia – it
was to decide in March – it would
need another 4,400 people just to
staff the Sk16 billion project and
the factories of its five suppliers,
worth another Sk7 billion.

“Samsung is already the fifth
largest company in Slovakia in
terms of turnover. After such an
investment it would be one of the
only companies capable of
generating such turnover as the
carmakers,” said Vlado Kalina, the
general secretary of the Electro-
Technical Industry Association.

Not only they, but also other
current and future investors will
likely be facing the same difficulties

securing skilled labour in Slovakia
for at least the next decade.So what
can firms do to find – and especially
keep – talented employees?

Using your head to hunt

“The automotive sector will
soon run out of labour resources,
while the IT sector is already
suffering from a shortage of
software designers, SAP specialists,
IT project managers and
programmers,”said Marta Kubinská,
the managing partner of Neumann
& Partners.“The health care sector
has difficulties with retaining
doctors, nurses and social workers
who are tending to migrate for
better-paid jobs in Western
European countries.”

The first thing that is
happening as a result of the
growing skilled labour shortage is
that salaries are rising.

At KIA, which published the
first official data on salaries in

February, an industrial high school
graduate with no work experience
starts at Sk14,600 a month,
according to KIA Motors Slovakia
HR director Jozef Valach, well
below the Sk18,000 average salary
in the national economy.

However,“the average salary of
our production employees and
operators in 2006 was significantly
above the average for Îilina
region,” said KIA spokesman
Dvofiák.

KIA changed its remuneration
system in November 2006, and this
year will be paying quarterly
bonuses whenever the production
plan is met, as well as meeting the
costs of employees who travel to
work. The company will also be
providing employees with a
housing subsidy, better conditions
on mortage loans, and savings on
buying KIA cars.

At VW, following a deal with
the unions, wages will rise across
the board in 2007 by 7.5 percent.

Coming up short
IT, auto firms face labour shortage, while other investors wonder how to 
prevent it from happening to them

BY TOM NICHOLSON
Spectator staff

KIA workers polish cars leaving the assembly line on December 7, 2006, the day the Žilina factory officially came on line.
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The new collective agreement
provides for holiday and Christmas
bonuses, as well as two extra paid
days of leave for mothers with
children.

PSA also signed its first
collective agreement with
employees in January providing for
a seven percent raise, full life
insurance, and a contribution
towards workers’ supplementary
pension savings accounts. The
starting wage at PSA is now
Sk16,500 a month, not including
performance bonuses.

Automakers say that the
average wage in their sector is well
above the average in the national
economy, and are strongly resistant
to outside factors – beyond
competition for scarce labour –
that tend to increase their labour
costs.

One such factor is the new
Tripartite Act, approved by
parliament on February 9, that
allows collective agreements

hammered out between organized
labour and some firms in a sector to
be ‘extended’ by a Labour Ministry
committee to apply to all firms in
the sector, including those that
were not a party to the agreement
and have no union employees.

“The supplementary increase in
costs that will be associated with
meeting the terms of higher-level
collective bargaining agreements
will threaten the efficiency,
competitiveness and in some cases
also the viability of some
employers,” said Juraj Kiripolsk˘,
the head of VW’s personnel
service.

“We prefer dialogue with
labour organizations at the local or
company level.We have just signed
a collective agreement at our
company that is advantageous for
both employees and management,”
said ·vec of PSA.

Still, given that wages in
Slovakia remain far behind the EU
average, HR experts say that

employers will have to loosen the
purse strings to some extent if they
expect to attract the talent they
need.

“Company remuneration
systems need to be benchmarked
and updated regularly,”said Mariana
Turanová, the Slovak managing
director of the Target HR firm. “If
the pay is good,people will find out
and come knocking.”

“Compensation and benefit
systems that reflect the
performance of employees and
their contribution to the
company’s success have to be put
in place,” agreed Kubinská of
Neumann & Partners.

However, firms are naturally
reluctant to use wages as a
recruiting tool, and prefer to keep
them tied to productivity.Many also
say that an unhealthy mood
currently exists on the Slovak job
market, in which some employees
are oblivious to the recent real
growth in wages and benefits, and
have become swept up in a kind of
rootless dissatisfaction with their
work conditions.

“We sometimes find that
employees don’t notice the
positives that the employer offers –
the social program, the possibilities
of development and growth, the
open communication channels,”
said Markéta Hritz, the head of
human resources for the VSE
electricity distributor in Ko‰ice.
“People often complain they lack
information because of problems in
communication, but they don’t
even use the forums and the
communication channels that
exist.”

VSE is still in an enviable
position, however, with its
employees having been with the
company for an average of 16
years, and annual personnel
turnover at a low one percent. In

the east of the country, after all,
there are fewer labour alternatives
than in the more dynamic west.

But at Dexia Banka in Îilina, for
example, human resources
manager Katarína Chovancová told
the Trend business weekly that she
had seen an increase in people
leaving the company before their
three-month probationary period
has even ended, or before the end
of term contracts.

She added that she had also
seen other signs of reduced
employee loyalty, such as “the
abuse of computer technology to
damage the employer” including
leaks of personal data and company
information, and attempted theft,
fraud and embezzlement.

“Another example of disloyalty
is when an employee accepts a
better offer elsewhere and then
tries to use all kinds of weak
arguments to end the work
relationship as soon as possible
without respecting the notice
period or giving the employer the
necessary time to find a
replacement,” she said.

Júlia Moãiliaková, the human
resources manager for KPMG in
Bratislava, also told Trend that she
had seen a decline in employee
behaviour recently.

“Some ‘speculators’ try to
increase their market value in
inappropriate ways at the expense
of the employer,” she said. “Their
speculative tactics can be an
unpleasant surprise. For example,
following a costly training period or
a detailed schooling, at which point
they should be ready to start being
an asset to the firm, some
employees will say they are leaving
unless the company meets their
demands. The only defense against
such tactics is to have good

PM Fico on August 28, 2006 as Samsung opens a new logistics centre in Galanta.
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Who’s who

Peter Bachratý
Partner
Public Strategy & Lobbying Services 
New Europe Practice Leader
AJG - Amrop Jenewein Group
Zámocká 36, P.O.Box 283, 814 99 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
Fax: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
E-mail: bachraty@ajg.sk

Ronald J. Bastyr
Country Manager
Hudson Global Resources, s.r.o.
Laurinská 18, 811 01  Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5949-1919
Fax: +421 2 5949-1900
E-mail: ronald.bastyr@hudson.com

Life philosophy: Be open to new experiences
and develop yourself to higher levels.  
Work credo: Stay focused and keep your
eye on the goal; raising the bar everytime.

Csaba Benkő
Managing Partner
EUROPEAN MANAGEMENT
CONSULTING INSTITUTE
Mostová 6, P.O.Box 136, 810 00 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 3266-1200
Fax: +421 2 3266-1201
E-mail: csaba.benko@emci.sk

Life philosophy: To be yourself and to
prevail in every situation. 
Work credo: Do only what you are 
qualified in. 

Gerlinde Berger
Partner CEE
IVENTA Management Consulting GmbH
Neubaugasse 36, 1071 Wien 
Tel.: +43 1 523-4944-0
Fax: +43 1 523-4945
E-mail: iventa@iventa.at

Life philosophy: Everything is possible.
Work credo: You can improve every day.

Dana Blechová
Head of Office 
IVENTA Slovakia Management
Consulting, s.r.o.
Jakubovo nám. 13, 811 09 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5737-3711
Fax: +421 2 5737-3710
E-mail: iventa@iventa.sk

Life philosophy: Be yourself.
Work credo: Keep expectations high.

Martin Bruncko
Partner
Public Strategy & Lobbying Services
CSO & Knowledge-Based Economy Practice
Leader
AJG - Amrop Jenewein Group
Zámocká 36, P.O.Box 283, 814 99 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
Fax: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
E-mail: bruncko@ajg.sk

Silvia Gažíková
Senior Consultant
Hudson Global Resources, s.r.o.
Laurinská 18, 811 01  Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5949-1919
Fax: +421 2 5949-1900
E-mail: silvia.gazikova@hudson.com

Ingrid Grebecová
Deputy General Manager
Trenkwalder, s.r.o.
Dostojevského rad 7, 810 11 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5710-8300
Fax: +421 2 5710-8305
E-mail: i.grebecova@trenkwalder.com

Work credo: The way in which we work
defines who we are.

Who’s who
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Rastislav Grznár
Managing Partner
Lugera & Maklér, spol. s r.o.
Inovecká 1133, 911 01 Trenčín
Tel.: +421 32 653-8111
Fax: +421 32 658-2873
E-mail: rastislav.grznar@lugera.com

Life philosophy: Treat the others the way
you wish to be treated.

Štefan Hrin
Country Manager
Hays Slovakia, s.r.o.
Štúrova 3, 811 02 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 3503-5020
Fax: +421 2 5249-0516
E-mail: bratislava@hays.sk

Dalibor Jakuš
Managing Director
Profesia, spol. s r.o.
Viedenská cesta 7, 851 01 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 3220-9110
Fax: +421 2 3220-9118
E-mail: jakus@profesia.sk

Life philosophy: When one does one’s best
and puts maximum effort into one’s work,
one’s endeavour almost always leads to a
succesful outcome. 

Gerard Koolen
Managing Partner
Lugera & Maklér, spol. s r.o.
Plynárenská 1/A, 821 09 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5824-0555
Fax: +421 32 658-2873
E-mail: gerard.koolen@lugera.com

Life philosophy: Living with passion and
having unconditional love and respect for
all and everybody around me.
Work credo: To be every day a little better
than the day before and to help all my
colleagues, all our customers and
candidates to achieve their goals.

Luboš Kováč
Managing Partner
Lugera & Maklér, spol. s r.o.
Tamaškovičova 17, 917 02 Trnava
Tel.: +421 33 591-3278 
Fax: +421 32 658-2873
E-mail: lubos.kovac@lugera.com

Life philosophy: I am not old and
experienced enough to have credo. 

Marcela Králiková
Senior Consultant
EUROPEAN MANAGEMENT
CONSULTING INSTITUTE
Mostová 6, P.O.Box 136, 810 00 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 3266-1200
Fax: +421 2 3266-1201
E-mail: marcela.kralikova@emci.sk

Life philosophy: If you have a target, you
can achieve anything you want.
Work credo: Do my best.

Martin Krekáč
Co-Founder & Group Chairman
Human Capital  & Public Strategy Consulting
President of the Business Alliance of Slovakia
AJG - Amrop Jenewein Group
Zámocká 36, P.O.Box 283, 814 99 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
Fax: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
E-mail: krekac@ajg.sk

Life philosophy: Being old does not mean
refusing to learn from one's grandchildren.

Radomír Mako
Managing Partner
Executive Search & Human Capital Consulting
CEE Family Owned Business Practice Leader
AJG - Amrop Jenewein Group
Zámocká 36, P.O.Box 283, 814 99 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
Fax: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
E-mail: mako@ajg.sk

Life philosophy: Life is like a sailing boat: It’s
not enough to hold the tiller and row. It
doesn't become a real boat until you are
sailing. 
Work credo: Be thoughtful, courteous, and
unselfish. Behave in such a way that you will
not have to regret what you have done. 
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Júlia Močiliaková
Head of Human Resources
KPMG Slovensko, spol. s r.o.
Mostová 2, 811 02 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5998-4111
Fax: +421 2 5998-4222
E-mail: jmociliakova@kpmg.sk

Life philosophy: Every success and satisfaction
depends on human beings.
Work credo: Working together we achvieve
more challenging and interesting results.

Dušana Mrvová 
HR Generalist
Tatra banka, a.s. 
Hodžovo nám. 3, 811 06  Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5919-2260
Fax: +421 2 5919-1622
E-mail: dusana_mrvova@tatrabanka.sk

Life philosophy: Simply to be happy.
Work credo: The first step toward success in
any occupation is to become interested in it.

Eva Neupauerová
Executive Consultant 
EUROPEAN MANAGEMENT CONSULTING
INSTITUTE
Mostová 6, P.O.Box 136, 810 00 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 3266-1200
Fax: +421 2 3266-1201
E-mail: eva.neupauerova@emci.sk

Life philosophy: Always try to do your best. 

Štefan Norulák
Reward Information Services Manager
HayGroup
Panenská 24, 811 03 Bratislava
Tel.: + 421 2 5441-0327
Fax: + 421 2 5441-6235
E-mail: stefan_norulak@haygroup.com 

Martin Novotný
Co-Founder & Group Chairman
Human Capital  & Public Strategy Consulting 
CEE Investment Coaching & FDI Practice Leader
AJG - Amrop Jenewein Group
Zámocká 36, P.O.Box 283, 814 99 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
Fax: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
E-mail: novotny@ajg.sk

Life philosophy: Life taught me to accept
success and failure with the same grace.

Peter Papanek
Partner
Public Strategy & Lobbying Services
Government Affairs & Strategic Communication
Practice Leader
AJG - Amrop Jenewein Group
Zámocká 36, P.O.Box 283, 814 99 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
Fax: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
E-mail: papanek@ajg.sk

Peter Pliešovský
Managing Director
ISG s.r.o, executive search
Štefánikova 19, 811 05 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5249-9218
Fax: +421 2 5249-9175
E-mail: pliesovsky@isg.sk

Work credo: The difference between a
successful person and others is not a lack
of strenght, not a lack of knowledge, but
rather in a lack of will.

Miroslav Poliak
Partner
Executive Search & Human Capital Consulting
AJG - Amrop Jenewein Group
Zámocká 36, P.O.Box 283, 814 99 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
Fax: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
E-mail: poliak@ajg.sk

Life philosophy: Life consists of a lot of
details.
Work credo: With the right people around
me I enjoy my life. 

Jan Raeven
HR Manager
Dell s.r.o.
Fazuľová 7, 811 07 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5750-8500
Fax: +421 2 5750-8851
E-mail: jan_raeven@dell.com

Life philosophy: Aim for success, not
perfection. Never give up your right to be
wrong, because then you will lose the
ability to learn new things and move
forward with your life.

Radoslav Simon
Managing Director
Mercuri International s.r.o.
Kalinčiakova 27, 831 04 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 4446-2674 - 5
Fax: +421 2 4446-2677
E-mail: mercuri@mercuri.sk

Life philosophy: Carpe diem…
Work credo: Customer is the most
important person in the company.
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Luboš Sirota
General Manager
Trenkwalder, s.r.o.
Dostojevského rad 7, 810 11 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5710-8300
Fax: +421 2 5710-8305
E-mail: l.sirota@trenkwalder.com

Life philosophy: Work hard but enjoy the
rest.

Eva Strečková
Managing Partner
P&P Management Impulse, spol. s r.o.
Cukrová 14, 813 39 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5932-4488
Fax:+421 2 5932-4487
E-mail: papmi@papmi.sk

Igor Šulík
Partner
Executive Search & Human Capital Consulting
CEE Services for Boards Practice Leader
AJG - Amrop Jenewein Group
Zámocká 36, P.O.Box 283, 814 99 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
Fax: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
E-mail: sulik@ajg.sk

Life philosophy: To live my life in truth.
Work credo: With belief in character,
competence, commitment and teamwork to
strive for excellence.

Dušan Timko
CEO
Personel Efekt, s.r.o.
Slovenská 69, 080 01 Prešov
Tel.: +421 51 771-1648
Fax: +421 51 773-1032
E-mail: personelefekt@personelefekt.sk

Life philosophy: Even the good thing needs
some push.
Work credo: Knowing about each other is
crucial, especially for the right people and
the right companies.

Silvia Truchanová
Specialist of management and organizational
development
Tatra banka, a.s.
Hodžovo nám. 3, 811 06  Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5919-1558
Fax: +421 2 5919-1622
E-mail: silvia_truchanova@tatrabanka.sk

Life philosophy: What doesn't kill me, only
makes me stronger.
Work credo: If there is a way to do it
better...find it.

Mariana Turanová
Managing Director Slovakia
TARGET SK, s.r.o.
Ventúrska 14, 811 01 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5441-1617
Fax: +421 2 5441-1617
E-mail: mariana.turanova@targetfuture.com

Work credo: To be a positive example for
others and show that things can be done!

Eva Zahradniková
Principal Consultant
ISG s.r.o, executive search
Štefánikova 19, 811 05 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5249-9218
Fax: +421 2 5249-9175
E-mail: zahradnikova@isg.sk

Life philosophy: Everything you say and do
is a reflection of the inner you.
Work credo: To add true, measurable value
for the management teams.

Patrik Zoltvány
Partner
Public Strategy & Lobbying Services 
EU Consulting & Lobbying Practice Leader
AJG - Amrop Jenewein Group
Zámocká 36, P.O.Box 283, 814 99 Bratislava
Tel.: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
Fax: +421 2 5443-6001 - 7
E-mail: zoltvany@ajg.sk

Life philosophy: Destiny is no matter of
chance. It is a matter of choice. It is not a
thing to be waited for, it is a thing to be
achieved. 

Who’s who
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contracts.”
For some employers, it’s as if the

sudden arrival of good economic
times – the economy grew at over 8
percent in 2006 in real terms,and is
expected to maintain that dynamic
in 2007 – has released a pent-up
impatience with salary levels and
employment conditions in Slovakia.

“I’ve noticed in my discussions
that the younger generation is more
dissatisfied, but I think it’s because
they take what they see on TV as
the truth,” said Otto Pichler, the
managing director of Mondi
Business Paper SCP, in a previous
interview with The Slovak

Spectator. “This desire for
unrealistic wages is due to the
virtual picture people receive from
television, one that people who
don’t live in that environment
believe to be true.When I watch TV
myself, I also wonder how they can
all afford two cars, nice houses, and
I’m the managing director! But it’s
not a true picture, and many
lifestyles you see on TV are based
on borrowed money. It’s virtual
reality, but no one is telling that to
people here.”

To combat that mood, HR
experts say employers should focus
on other benefits and attractions
that just wages.

“The quality of a firm’s
recruitment policy and the quality of
its retention policy is the decisive
factor [in keeping talented
employees],”said Igor ·ulík,a partner
with AJG–Amrop Jenewein Group.

“Firms should have a strategy
for identifying and attracting
external talent by building an
image as a good employer, and
providing challenging
opportunities.

“Professionalism and the focus
of the on-boarding process is the
first step in successfully retaining
talent.The way a new employee is
introduced to the company is very
often the most important element
in building loyalty between an
employer and an employee.”

Retention policy, ·ulík said, was
all about investing into increasing
loyalty, and consisted of a firm’s
compensation and benefits system,
its individualized development
plans for its people, and its
succession planning.

Eva Zahradniková, the principal

consultant for the ISG HR firm,
agreed.

“Employers need to have a
strong personnel marketing
program in looking for quality
people,” she said. “The selection
process has to be professionally
done, with well-designed selection
tools. One of the most important
factors in retaining talent is offering
interesting work and the feeling of
self-realization, as well as further
education and professional growth,
financial rewards and a motivating
benefits system.

“The quality of a company’s
management is equally important,
by which I mean their ability to
define expectations and goals for
their subordinates, as well as to
evaluate their results objectively
and on a regular basis. The
company’s culture, relations in the
workplace, and the ability of the
employer to create an environment
where employees’ opinions are
respected and valued will help
generate increased employee
loyalty without extra wage costs.”

Other ‘soft’ retention methods
include improving the wider
working environment.

“People like to identify with the

companies they work for, and if
these companies support this
identification they can only win,”
said Turanová of Target. “Some
companies invest in housing for
employees who commute, or
introduce flexible working hours
and time off for parents with small
children.Such measures can be very
effective and are not very costly.”

Reaching the limits

With doors to European labour
markets steadily opening, and ever
more foreign and domestic
investors launching labour-
intensive projects, many business
leaders agree that Slovakia will
eventually be forced to recruit from
abroad.

An estimated 180,000 Slovaks
now work in other European
countries, according to the Foreign
Ministry. Many of these are factory
workers in Hungary or the Czech
Republic, or au pairs and restaurant
staff in the UK. Nevertheless, the
emigrants also include educated
and skilled labour the country can
ill afford to lose.

“The most attractive countries
for Slovak emigrants are the Czech

Republic, Great Britain, and
Ireland,” said Dalibor Jaku‰ of the
Profesia HR firm.“Hungary is a less
publicized destination, although
more people work in Hungary than
in Ireland, and they hold long-term
jobs. The remaining countries are
Austria and Germany.

“In the Czech Republic Slovaks
are doing all kinds of jobs and hold
all kinds of positions,as in principle
they are equal to Czech employees.
In Great Britain and Ireland most
emigrants are working in low
skilled jobs, and some of them view
it as a temporary option while
looking for better work. In
Hungary, most emigrants work in
cross-border factories, while in
Austria and Germany we see many
professionals working legally
especially in the IT and health care
fields, as well as a large pool of
people working on the fringes of
the ‘grey’ economy as construction
workers or aides for elderly people
and so on.”

“Many IT specialists from
Slovakia are working abroad, as well
as experts and project managers on
interim assignments all over the
world in specialized industries such
as civil engineering, heavy

PSA (represented by HR director Barbara Síposová) signed a collective agreement with its unions on January 19, 2007.
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manufacturing, engineering and
chemicals,” said Kubinská of
Neumann & Partners.“Although the
majority of the labour that Slovakia
has exported during the past few
years has comprised people with
few skills or even none at all, there
has been an increase in Slovak
managers with international
experience who have been taking
over management posts at
multinational companies in various
regions.”

So who or what is going to
compensate for the brain-drain?

The automotive industry has
been calling over the last six
months for immigration from new
EU members such as Bulgaria and
Romania, as well as from non-EU
neighbours such as Ukraine. The
Slovak government responded by
opening Slovakia’s labour market to
the new EU members as of January
1 this year.

“Developments in the skilled
trades are so catastrophic that in a
decade we may not be able to staff
our needs unless the government
changes its educational policy, and
maybe even its immigration policy
to allow us to recruit Bulgarians,
Romanians and Ukrainians,” said
Rudolf Rusnák, the chairman of the
supervisory board at automotive
firm Matador, in an earlier interview
with The Slovak Spectator.

“To give you an idea of the
problem we face, the average age of
our machinists in Dubnica is 50
years, and in the past three years
we have managed to recruit only
two graduates from Slovak schools.
When all of these new automotive
projects get up and running, we
will need thousands of new people
to enter the sub-supplier network
alone, and the unemployment rate
is already down to 10 percent.”

Trawling Bulgaria, Romania,
Ukraine and also Poland for needed
labour is also a popular recipe with
HR professionals.

“In order to remain competitive
with fast-growing and cheap labour
markets in Asia, Slovakia will have
to attract labour from countries like
Romania, Bulgaria and Ukraine,”
said Kubinská.

“People will come from
Bulgaria and Romania, while many
people from Ukraine are already
working in the construction sector,
often without work permits,”
agreed Gerard Koolen of the Lugera
& Maklér HR firm.

“I see it as quite feasible,” said
Jaku‰ of Profesia, “especially for
areas with a severe shortage of
qualified people, such as IT. Since

most of the people working in this
area have good language skills, and
some [Slovak] companies are even
using English as their official
language, it should be no problem
to incorporate foreigners into such
teams.

“There is certainly a potential
for finding IT people in Romania
and Bulgaria, and in Ukraine in the
longer term.”

“The Ukrainians are
enormously interested in working
in Slovakia due to the extremely
low salaries in their own country,
but quotas keep them from coming
in big numbers,” said Turanová of
Target.“They can certainly help to
solve the shortage of unskilled
labour, although I’m not so sure
about the skilled labour shortage.”

But in interviews with The

Slovak Spectator, the ambassadors
of Bulgaria and Romania both said
it was unlikely that their
compatriots would be filling many
Slovak job vacancies.

“At the moment we are having
our own problems finding skilled
labour,” said Bulgaria’s Ognian
Garkov, drawing attention to the
fact that unemployment in his
country is at 11.5 percent,
marginally below the official EU
rate of 12.4 percent for Slovakia.

“There are people who want to
work abroad - our government
estimates the number at 40,000 - but
that is not a great figure. I think that
most Bulgarians who want to work
abroad are already doing so - some of
them in Canada, others in Germany,
Italy, Spain,Holland and Greece.”

Likewise, Valerica Epure of
Romania said her country’s
unemployment rate of 5.9 percent
presented its own challenges.

“We were happy that Slovakia
decided to open its labour market
without restrictions for Romanians
and Bulgarians. But the truth is that
we also face a shortage of labour,
and I think this will be even more
acute in the years to come,”she said.

“Since the decision to open the
labour market here was taken, we
have received many requests [from
Slovak firms] to ask people in
Romania if they would like to come
to work in Slovakia, but hardly
anyone is interested. I find that even
when I go out to a restaurant, if
people know I am the ambassador
from Romania they will come and
ask if people from my country are
interested in working here.”

Some labour professionals have
said that with an unemployment rate
as high as it is,Slovakia should be able
to meet its labour needs at home.

“Their appears to be some flaw
in our system, because our
unemployment rate is still around 10
percent, and we still have a shortage
of people,”said Jaku‰ of Profesia.

“One would expect to find
people in regions with high
unemployment rates. But
surprisingly, these people either
aren’t prepared to commute to
work,as it wouldn’t pay for them to
do so, or they simply don’t want to
work.They cry that they are barely
getting by, but they refuse any job
offers that come simply because
they prefer to stay at home,” said
Turanová.

So what is the solution?
Education reform and open
borders, experts say.

“Building a knowledge-based
economy could help to address
these problems in the long run,”
said ·ulík of AJG. “Having more
educated labour in more
sophisticated businesses should
provide a broader talent pool, and
with good talent management
schemes it could systematically
address the shortage of labour as
these businesses and programs
attract a wider variety of specialists
from other countries.”

“From the long-term point of
view we need to reform the
education system, starting with
elementary schools,” said ·ulík’s
partner, Radomír Mako. “We also
have to set priorities in R&D,
because Slovakia’s success in future
will depend on the knowledge and
skills of its human capital, and on
products and services with high
value added.”

Some see the current and
growing shortage of labour as a
potentially positive force.

“I sincerely believe that the
growing demand for labour is the
best way of lowering the
unemployment rate, and this is the
trend we are currently seeing,” said
Jaku‰.“But we should be careful not
to fix what isn’t broken, by which I
mean the Labour Code among other
things, and we should put more
effort into preparing young people
for their future employment.”

But others say the situation must
be solved before it becomes a crisis.

“What Slovakia really needs
right now is to address the shortage
of new employees,” said Blechová
of Iventa.

“Slovakia simply needs more
people in some industries.”

A Romanian worker walks past an EU billboard ahead of his country’s EU entry.
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management consulting for
health-care businesses 
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é 

OOtt
hhee

rr

international investors with 
operations in various countries
of Central and Eastern Europe

NA

NA

foreign investors, MMCs and
strong local companies, 
EU institutions, NGOs

NA 

NA

NA 

France Telecom, Aral,
Alcatel Slovakia, Siemens, 
Logica, Delvita, state authorities

Kooperativa PoisÈovÀa, Hewlett
Packard, SLSP, Spordat,  
Kontinuita PoisÈovÀa, individuals

NA

NA

CFM SK, CRW Slovakia, Micro
Juntas SK, Rudolph Usinados
Sk, Embraco Slovakia  

Tyco Healthcare, Unipharma,
ÎSR, VSE, Komandor, PN
Hronovce

NA

NA

11

22

33

44

55

66

77

88

99

1100

1111

1122

1133

1144

1155

NNáázzoovv  
Adresa
Mesto PSâ
E-mail

Telefón 
Fax 

www

CCoommppaannyy  
Address
City ZIP
E-mail

Phone
Fax

www
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RReellooccaattiioonn  SSlloovvaakkiiaa,,  ss..rr..oo..
BBaajjkkaallsskkáá  22//AA
BBrraattiissllaavvaa  882211  0088  
info@relocationslovakia.sk

RReennaauuddiitt  GGrroouupp
FFrraaÀÀaa  MMoojjttuu  1188
NNiittrraa  994499  0011
info@renaudit.sk

SS  &&  KK  MMaannaaggeemmeenntt  SSyysstteemmss,,  ss..rr..oo..
ZZááhhrraaddnníícckkaa  7722
BBrraattiissllaavvaa  882211  0088
info@skms.sk

SSppoollooããnnoossttii  OOnnlliinnee,,  ss..rr..oo..
ZZáámmoocckkáá  3300
BBrraattiissllaavvaa  881111  0011
office@spolocnostionline.sk

SSyymmssiittee  RReesseeaarrcchh,,  ss..rr..oo..
VVeelleehhrraaddsskkáá  3355
BBrraattiissllaavvaa  882211  0088
symsite@symsite.sk

TToopp  AAuuddiitt  CCoonnssuullttiinngg,,  kk..ss..
TTrrnnaavvsskkáá  cceessttaa  66//AA
BBrraattiissllaavvaa  882211  0088
top@topaudit.sk

VVGGDD ((TTAAXX))  --  SSKK,,  kk..ss..
ZZááhhrraaddnníícckkaa  5511
BBrraattiissllaavvaa  882211  0088
info.bratislava@vgd.eu

wwwwww..rreellooccaattiioonnsslloovvaakkiiaa..sskk
02 5557-1004
02 5557-1004

037 655-0281
037 655-0458

wwwwww..rreennaauuddiitt..sskk

02 5010-9800
02 5010-9888
wwwwww..sskkmmss..sskk

wwwwww..ssppoollooccnnoossttiioonnlliinnee..sskk
02 5920-0218
02 5920-0222

02 5556-5026
02 5556-5024

wwwwww..ssyymmssiittee..sskk

02 5010-9010
02 5010-9012

wwwwww..ttooppaauuddiitt..sskk

02 5541-0624
02 5541-0631

wwwwww..vvggdd..eeuu

CCoommppaannyy
Address
ZIP City
E-mail

PPhhoonnee
Fax

www

NNáázzoovv  
Adresa
PSâ Mesto
E-mail

Telefón 
Fax 

www

RRóóbbeerrtt  ··kkrriippkkoo
02 5557-1004

info@
relocationslovakia.sk

JJuurraajj  MMaattuu‰‰kkaa
037 655-0281

info@
renaudit.sk

RReennááttaa  KKiisseelliiccoovváá
02 5010-9800

info@
skms.sk

NNAA
NA
NA

VVllaaddiimmíírr  DDoohhnnaall
NA

v.dohnal@
symsite.sk

KKaattaarríínnaa  BBoohhddaalloovváá
NA
NA

BBaarrtt  WWaatteerrllooooss
0905 570-566

bart.waterloos@
vgd.eu

EE,,  GG

EE,,  GG

EE,,  GG  

EE

EE

EE,,  GG,,
FF,,

EE,,  GG,,
DD,,  FF,,

NNAA
NA
NNAA

1155
14
00

6655
NA
NNAA

3300
5

2255

88
NA

0

33
2
0

1111
NA
NA

●

●

●

●

(NNAA = Not Available, DD = Dutch, EE = English, FF  = French, GG = German) Compiled by Eva Trombitásová

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

relocation services

accounting, audit, activity-
based costing 

euroconsulting, 
IT consulting

companies incorporation,
virtual office management

analysis of financial, real
estate + pharma mkts, daily
survey of pol. + econ.events

accounting and business 
consulting

NA
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NA

NA

NA

foreign investors, beginning 
businessmen, Slovak and 
foreign companies

âSOB, SLSP, Tatra Banka, 
Pfizer, Zentiva, Sanofi Aventis,
Deloitte

Carrefour Slovensko, 
Cetelem Slovensko, Thomson 
Multimedia, Lohman & Rauscher

NA

3311

3322

3333

3344

3355

3366

3377

( Listed alphabetically )
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